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ABSTRACT

The feasibility of inertial energy storage in a spacecraft power system is evaluated on

the basis of a conceptual integrated design that encompasses a composite rotor, m'ag-

netic suspension, and a permanent magnet (PM) motor/generator for a 3-kW orbital

average payload at a bus distribution voltage of 250 volts de. The conceptual design,

which evolved at the Goddard Space Flight Center ((;SFC), is referred to as a "Mech-

anical Capacitor." The baseline power system configuration selected is a series sys-

tem employing peak-power-tracking for a Low Earth-Orbiting application. Power

procesai_, required in the motor/generator, provides a potential alternative that can

only be achieved in systems with electrochemical energy storage by the addition of

power processing components. One such alternative configuration provides for peak-

power-trackipg of the solar array and still maintains a regulated bus, without the

expense of additional power processing components. Precise spc,,t control ot" the

two counterrotating wheels is required to reduce interaction with the attitude con-

trol system (ACS) or alternatively, used to perform attitude control functions.

Critical technologies identified are those pertaining to the energy storage element

and are prioritized as composite wheel development, magnetic suspension, motor

generator, containment, and momentum control. Comparison with a 3-kW, 250-Vdc

power system using either NiCd or Nil-l, for energy storage results in a system in

which inertial energy storage offers potential advantages in lifetime, o;"?rating ten>

perature, voltage regulation, ener,,y__ density,, charee, control, and overall system

weight reduction. The key disadvantages are attitude control interface and launch

constraints.
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EXECUTIVESUMMARY

Energystorageandconversionhavebeenandwill continueto bekeyelementsin developingearth
applicationsand science-orientedspacecraft.Most spacecraftflown to dateutilize photovoltaic
technologyfor energyconversionandelectrochemicaltechnologyfor energystorage.Performance
improvementsof thesetechnologies,aswell asthe searchfor new ones,are constantlypursued
throughvariousresearchand developmentprograms.Thedevelopmentof compositematerialsand
their applicationin superflywheelshasarousedconsiderableinterestin spacecraftpowersystem
applicationsbecauseof the potentialhigh energydensity.Under the NASAResearchandTech-
nologyObjectiveand Plan(RTOP)titled "AdvancedPowerSystemTechnology"(RTOP506-55-
76), task 4 wasinitiated to developconcepts,perform feasibilityanalysis,design,develop,and
demonstratebJghoverallsystemefficiencyandreliabilityin aspacecraftpowersystemwith inertial
energystorage.This study, which evolv_.dfrom the developmentat GSFCof the "Mechanical
Capacitor"(References1through6), focusedonLow EarthOrbit (LEO)missionsThismechanical
capacitoris basedonanintegrateddesignincorporatingthe followingthreekeytechnologies:

• CompositeMaterials

• MagneticSuspension

• PermanentMagnetDCMotor/Generator

Generalguidelines,initial specificguidelines,efficiencytrain, andmassestimatesfor a spacecraft
powersystemaredocumentedin Reference7for this task.Thepowerlevelunderconsiderationwas
selectedbetweenthe rangeof 2.5 to 25 kW,with a modular approach consisting of a basic 2.5-kW

module. This power range fills the gap between presently applied technology and future large-scale
systems now being studied.

The feasibility of inertial energy storage in a spacecraft power system with respect to power system

configuration, power distribution, and spacecraft compatibility is not found to be dependent on the

development of any technology other than the inertial energy storage element itself. The energy

storage element under consideration (Figure 1) has potential advantages of long lifetime (20 to 30

years), high temperature (50°C) waste heat rejection, simple charge detection and control (wheel

speed), inherent high voltage ('>200 V) implementation (motor/generator design), high pulse power

capability, higher energy density (Wh/kg) than NiCd, and higher volumetric density (Wh/m 3) than

NiH 2 . The relatively large momentum in inertial energy storage wheels must be precisely controlled

to minimize attitude control disturbances or alternatively, used to perform the attitude control

functions with potential overall system mass savings. In either case, a direct interface is required
with the ACS.

Self-discharge, or energy storage efficiency, containment, and launch restrictions are three areas that

require careful consideration in the intended application. For example, in LEO applications the self-

discharge of the inertial energy storage element does not significantly affect the overall system per-

formance. In unmanned vehicles, containment requirements would be less demanding than in

ix r_RECEDINQ P_GE BLANK NOT FILMED
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manned vehicles. Spacecraft acquisition during launch may require electrochemical energy storage

in a latmch mode in which tile energy storage wheels must be "locked."

File potential advantages will only be realized by developing a complete integrated design that

encompasses composite rotor technology (hi}:ql energy density), magnetic suspensh_o, thigh life--

time, low losses_, permanent magnet (PM) ironless armature, brushless motor/generator techr!ology

(high efficiency of conversion and low standby power), and sttitable containment of the wheel in

the event of wheel or system failure. Although encouraging results have been obtained individually

in these technologies, a high degree of risk is involved in obtaining a successful integrated design.

A considerable effort with an accompanying high level of funding is required for developing a

spacecraft power system with inertial energy storage and its demonstration. Ilowever, since the

energy storage element itself is found to be the only _.,itical technology, the required level of fund-

ing can be postponed, the risk can be reduced by initially concentrating on the energy storage

element, and pending successful demonstration of performance, a complete power system can then

be pursued. This requires an extension of time of the original Program and Specific Objectives

(PASO) target.

The hardware required to demonstrate the proof of principle of inertial energy storage for space-

craft power systems can be limited to essentially a single energy storage wheel with magnetic sus-

pension, PM motor/generator, control electronics, and the necessary bench test equipment. Follow-

ing successful completion, this hardware can then be expanded by the development of suitable

containment and the addition of a second counterrotating wheel system to demonstrate nmmentum

control. If this phase of development is found to be compatible with attitude control system require-

ments, the projam should then proceed toward the development of a complete power system with

attendant ground tests.

Critical technologies within the energy storage element are identified and prioritized as follows:

I. "Thick Rim" Wheel

11. Magnetic Suspension

llI. Motor/Generator

IV. Containment

V. Momentum Control

The development of a suitable "'thick rim" wheel is the key to the successful development of the

inertial energy storage element for spacecraft power system applications. The development of the

"thick rim" will provide the volumetric efficiency required. The development of the magnetic sus-

pension, motor/generator, and containment systems depends heavily on the characteristics of the

wheel. A wheel design with an ID/OD ratio of approximately 0.6 to 0.4 is required: typical wheels
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presentlydevelopedexhibit an ID/ODratio of 0.8 to 0.7. Twopotentialdesignshaveevolvedfrom
theDepartmentof Energy's(DOE's)flywheeldevelopmentprogram:theAVCOwovenspiraldesign
and theGeneralElectric(GE)hybridrotor with thesoftmatrix.Bothdesignsneedfurtherdevelop-
ment. Recentterminationof theDOEflywheeldevelopmentprogramhascurtailedfurtherdevelop-
mentof thesetwo designs.A recenttest (March1983)completedat the OakRidgeNationalLab-
oratory on the GEhybrid rotor designindicatesencouragingresultsby demonstrating104cycles
and anenergydensitycapabilityof 66.8Wh/kg(burst).Thesedatasupporttheassumptionsusedin
thedesigncalculationsin thisreport(45Wh/kgoperational,I0s cycles)andincreasetheconfidence
that highperformancecompositerotorsfor spacecraftapplicationscan be produced.
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INTRODUCTION

Energy storage and conversion have been and will continue to be key elements in developing earth

applications and science-oriented spacecraft. Most spacecraft flown to date utilize photovoltaic tech-

nology for energy storage. Performance improvements of these technologies, as well as the search

for new ones, are constantly pursued through various research and development progams. The

development of composite materials and their application in super flywheels has aroused consider-

able interest in spacecraft power system applications because of the potential high energy density.

Under the NASA Research and Technology Objective and Plan (RTOP) titled "Advanced Power

System Technology" (RTOP 506-55-76), task 4 was initiated to develop concepts, perform feasi-

ility analysis, design, develop, and demonstrate high overall system efficiency and reliability in a

spacecraft power system with inertial energy storage. This study, which evolved from the develop-

merit at GSFC of the "Mechanical Capacitor" (References 1 through 6), focused on Low Earth

Orbit (LEO) missions. The mechanical capacitor is based on an integrated design incorporating the

following three key technologies:

• Composite Materials

• Magnetic Suspension

• Permanent Magnet Motor/Generator

General guidelines, initial specific gmdelines, efficiency train, and mass estimates for a spacecraft

power system are documented in Reference 7 for this task. A baseline design of a power system for

spacecraft using inertial energy storage is documented in Reference 8.

POWER SYSTEM DISCUSSION

Power Level

Spacecraft power requirements over the last decade have typically ranged from 200 watts to 2 kW,

and future large-scale spacecraft power requirements have been projected to be in the range of 25

to 100 kW. This feasibility study concentrated within the power range of 2.5 to 25 kW., with



modularityin mind to allowgrowthin powerwith thebasicbuildingblockof a 2.5-kWpowersub-
systemmodule.Parallelingof modulesminimizestheloadi"-erfaceduringgrowthby allowing stand-

ardization of tile bus voltage for a given power range. Typical power subsystems have been stand-

ardized using a direct current (de) bus voltage of 28 volts, which represents a harness design of

approximately 100 amperes. Selection of a bus voltage that is one order of magnitude higher would

allow a similar harness design for the power range of interest. Thus, a nominal bus voltage of 250

volts was selected for the 2.5-kW module, and with ten modules iq parallel, a power capability of

25 kW could be realized. TILe 250-volt bus would allow growth potential for power systems up to

100 kW as well. An example of future power systems operating at this level is _lae "'Advanced Air-

craft Electric Power System" development for future military and commercial aircraft using a dc

power distribution system of 270 volts (References 9 through 11).

Power Distribution

Three-phase alternating current (act, inherent in the mechanism of the motor/generator, does not

offer a significant advantage for power distribution primarily because of power quality. Variable

voltage (250 V +--20%) and low frequency (3 kHz +-20%) are characteristics of ,bo baseline design.

Additional power conditioning would be required to increase the frequency t_ a sufficiently high

level (20 to 40 kHz), otherwise, the corresponding "magnetics" mass at the system level becomes

prohibitive. In addition, frequency synchronization of a pair of wheels and of all modules in paral-

lel becomes complex. Frequency synchronization within a pair of counterrotating wheels would

inhibit speed control as a methed of achieving net zero momentum disturbance. Based on these

three factors.-power quality, synchronization complexity, and momentum control, dc power dis-

tribution is selected as the most advantageous for the power system.

Power System Conliguration

Most spacecraft power system configurations can be categorized into two basic types:

• Series system

• Shunt system

Series/shunt applies to tile power processing elelnent that is used to control the solar-array power.

Although combinations or variations of these two are used for mission-unique applications, gen-

erally, the series system is used in LEO missions and the shunt system is used in GEO missions. The

series element allows maximuln extraction of solar-array power (peak-power-tracking) as the array

temperature (and thus array power) undergoes large temperature excursions, typical of LEO, and

provides a means for keeping the excess array power distributed on the array when not required by

the spacecraft load. In GEO missions, the array temperature remains constant during tile extended

sunlight periods, and the shunt element provides an efficient mean, for transferring the array power

to the spacecraft load by shunting only what is in excess.

Since electrical characteristics of the baseline inertial energy storage element are similar to those of

an electrochemical element, the system configuration is governed by the mission more than by the
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system elements. However, alternative power system ,:ontiguratio:_s can t_e achk-v_'d with inertial

energy storage tilat cannot be realized with electrochemica_ energy _torage without the addition of

external power conditioning components. For example, the direct energ/transfer (DET) _ystem, or

shunt configuration (Figure 2a), can be achieved simply by pulsewidth modulation of the power

switching components within tt-e motor/generator t_ provide the charge/discharge regulator func-

tion, normally provided by the adtlitional power conditioning components shown in Figure 2b for

an electrochemical system. The shtmt regulato: function is still required in either case. 1"he pulse-

width modulation of the power switching components does not significantly alter the net efficiency

of the flywheel system, However, in the electrochemical sy' tern, a typical loss penalty of approx-

imately 10 percent for the charge regulator and 10 percent for the discharge regalator is incurred,

resulting in an overall loss of 20 percent.

AR

lAY

SHUNT

REGULATOR

FLYWHEEL

SYSTEM
LOAD

(a) Inertial Energy Storage

i

SOLAR

ARRAY

SHUNT

REGULATOR

..... 1,

CHARGE 1 [ DISCHARGEREGULATOR REGULATOR

I l
_1_

T
(b) Electrochemical Storage

_1_
LOAD

Figure 2. Direct energy transfer (DET) system.



A departure from the baseline design is shown in Figure 3. This configuration provides the capa-

bility to peak-power-track the solar array by pulsewidth modulation of the power switching com-

ponents of the motor. Similarly, by pulse,vidth modulation of the power switching components

within the generator, the load bus can be regulated. Separate motor/generator windings and addi-

tional switching transistors would be required for this variation, as described in further detail in

the section on power conditioning. Although a mass savings is realized by eliminating the mass of

the series element, a mass penalty is incurred in the flywheel system by the required additional

motor winding and power switching components. However, the net result is that a potential mass

savings is realized because the circuit elements and housing required by the series element are

eliminated. An increase in thermal dissipation within the flywheel system would be expected since

all the solar-array power must funnel through the motor. Further detailed tradeoff studies are nec-

essary for evaluating this configuration.

SOLAR
ARRAY

,.,OTO. I I
.NO LoJ

 OWER I-I
CONO,T,ON,.qI

GENERATOR
AND

POWER
CONDITIONING

LOAD

Figure 3. Peak-power-tracker, regulated bus system.

In GEO missions the shunt system configuration requires a shunt regulator capable of dissipating

ahnost all the solar-array power. This can cause a serious thermal design problem, particularly in the

2- to 25-kW power range. An alternative to the shunt dissipative regulator is the "switching" shunt

regulator, which can be achieved by shunting sections of the array using diodes to isolate the array

section from the bus and a switching transistor per array section to shunt it The switching trans-

istors can be controlled by using sequential control for coarse control and limit cycle control for

fine control. The primary disadvantage of this approach is the electromagnetic interference (EMI)

generated by the switching on-off action. The switching frequency in the limit cycle control would

be determined by the net bus capacitance: the larger the capacitance the lower the switching fre-

quency. The inertial energy storage element, considered primarily a "mechanical capacitor," would

present an "ffective, large capacitance on the bus and thus provides a means for minimizing the

switching frequency of the shunt regulator and attendant EMI.
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Baseline Definition

The baseline design for a spacecraft power system configuration with inertial energy storage was

defined in tile initial studies to be a series type. This selected design is similar in configuration with

the Multimission Modular Spacecraft Modular Power System (MMS,MPS_ (Reference _2) and

allows a basis for comparison with an electrochemical-based s:: ,tern (NiCd. NiH_ ). The prirnar_ dil L

ference be! ween the two systems is the bus voltage level (28 volts. MMS and 250 volts, baseline) and

the power level (l kW versus 2.5 kW). The baseline design configuration is shown in Figure 4 for

reference.

___ SERIESELEMENT I

J_ 12

l SOC "]

SO LAR

ARRAY

F

[ 1

ENERGY

STORAGE

Figure 4. Baseline definition power system configuration.

Solar Array Characteristics

The available solar-array power in a given satellite depends on mission characteristics. Orientation

to the sun, thermal extremes, and radiation damage are all factors th:,q affect the solar-array output

power. A typical example encountered in LEO missions is shown in Figure 5 for a sun-pointing

application, curve A, and an earth-pointing application with a fixed array, curve B. These two cases

indicate a significant variation in the amount of power that the power processing components and

energy storage elements must be capable of handling. The curves shown are based on an energy

balance condition and normalized with respect to the average load power, The power system con-

figuration is the series type, as defined in the baseline definition. As can be seen from curve A, the

peak power available from the array occurs at the beginning of the sunlight portion and is approx-

imately 3 times the average load power. The average solar-array power is approximately 1.9 times

the average load power. In contrast, the maximum power for curve B occurs during the middle of

the sunlight portion and is approximately 4 times the average load power, yielding an average solar-

array power of 2.0 times the load power.

The motor/generator design for the baseline definition is sized to handle a peak load of 3 times the

average load power; consequently, the motor can handle the available power from either curve A or

i
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Figure 5. Solar array power profile.

or B. In contrast, the series element must be designed to handle 4 times the load power for curve B.

If the series element is bypassed and the bus is operated at a fixed voltage, then for curve A the

extracted power from the array will be approximately 1.7 times the average load power for an

energy balance condition (same-size array). If, however, the load bus is allowed to change in pro-

portion to the state-of-charge of the energy storage element, less power is extracted from the array

and thus a larger array is required. The inertial energy storage element can be controlled to provide

a constant voltage during charge (and discharge) and thus lends itself to this application.

Power Conditioning

Power conditioning, as it applies to a spacecraft power system, usually encompasses all other elec-

trical aspects of the system that are required to interface with the energy source and energy stor-

age elements. This would include passive as well as active devices, but the most significant function

is generally the control of power to maintain energy balance. Within the defined baseline design, as

shown in Figure 4, the series element provides the control of power from the array to the combined
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load anti battery.To adequatelyperform its function, the serieselementmustsampletheinput
voltageand currentaswell asoutput voltageand current: for anelectrochemicalenergystorage
element,it mustsamplebatteryvoltageand temperatureat aminimum.To provideflexibility, the
serieselementwould requireadditionalinputssuchasbatterycurrentandcommandssuchasbat-

tery charge control mode (voltage-temperature taper or current control) on battery charge level (VT

levels ot current levels). An example of such a component is the Standard Power Regulator Unit

(SPRU) in the MMS power subsystem (Reference 13). The SPRU samples the array voltage and cur-

rent in order to peak-power-track the solar-array power variation as a function of temperature and

also samples the battery voltage and temperature in order to provide voltage-temperattlre charge

control in response to the commanded levels. Alternatively, it samples the battery current in order

to provide battery charge control by battery current rather than by battery voltage-temperature
(mode selection by command).

For the inertial energy-storage power system as defined in the baseline design, the series element

would be required to sense array voltage and current in order to peak-power-track, sense output

voltage to limit the bus voltage to an established upper level, and limit the output current for pro-

tection of its internal switching devices (semiconductors and magnetics). This simplifies the design

(and interface) of the series element in that commands would not be required. Wheel speed is the

only parameter required to determine and control the state-of-charge of the inertial storage element,

and with a permanent magnet (PM) motor, the wheel-speed upper limit can be controlled simply by

limiting the output voltage (bus voltage) of the series element to an upper limit. However, since dif-

ferential wheel-speed control will be required to minimize attitude control disturbances, a separate

power conditioning function must be accomplished. This power conditioning function can be per-

formed within the electronics required for the PM motor/generator. The PM motor requires com-

mutation to convert the inherent ac voltages (3 0) induced in the static windings to the dc interface.

To accomplish this, the typical configuration used is shown schematically in Figure 6. Transistors

Q_ through Q6 are turned _,_ or off in accordance with rotor position in such a manner as to

ac*celerate the wheel in the motoring mode (during charge), and diodes D_ through D 6 provide :om-
mutation during deceleration (during discharge). Speed control can be achieved by pulsewidth

°'&

(

D2 C

b

_D5 C1_._

io +
|

D3

-L c

tIID 6 ;

|

_to

Figure 6. Schematic, motor/generator power electronics.
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modulation of transistors Qt through Q6 during charge or discharge, proviJed the inherent induc-

tance of the stator windings can be effectively used in conjunction with capacitor C to perform the

energy storage functions normally provided in high-frequency switching regulators, The equivalent

circuit of this system can be represented as shown in Figure 7. Switch St represents the s-,vitching

action of transistors Q_ - Q6 and D_ - D 6, with an effective duty ratio dependent on the ratio of

bus voltage e 8 and motor voltage e. Inductance L m represents the effective stator winding induc-
tance, anti capacitor C absorbs the pulsating current. Power flow can be in either direction. For

power flow from the bus to the motor, the equivalent power topology is commonly called a "buck"

regulator, and for power flow from the motor to the bus, the power topology becomes a "boost"

regulator. Switch St can be realized as a combination of two transistors and two diodes, as shown in
Figure 8.

For power flow from the bus to the motor, transistor Qt is controlled at the appropriate duty cycle

and works in conjunction with diode D2, whereas for power flow from the generator to the bus,

transistor Q2 is controlled and works in conjunction withdiode D l . The power MOSFET approaches

"_ O m • A

e B

aC

-O

_> POWER FLOW

s,i - -'T£L.
ill= i ||

+

i

e
m

Figure 7. Equivalent circuit configuration for motor/generator electronics.

D 1

CONTROL

" Ob

CONTROL

Figure 8. Transistor/diode configuration for switch realization,

....... -'_e,: _ :i _ ..... _II..........



the ideal characteristics required tbr realizing this equivalent switch because of the integral diode

that exists from Drain to Source. Power MOSFET's with voltage ratings of 400 v,_lts and current

ratings of 10 amperes are presently available from various manufacturers. These devices feature fast

switching, low-drive current, ease of paralleling, no secondary breakdown, and excellent tempera-

ture stability. They would be the first choice for the required switching devices within the power

conditioning components defined as the series element and motor/generator electronics.

The corresponding wheel-speed change for a DOD of 75 percent is approximately 2 to I : there/bre,

the induced motor/generator voltage will change 2 to 1. For a bus voltage of 250 volts, the induced

motor/generator voltage would range from 200 to 100 volts, which imposes a duty-cycle range from

80 to 40 percent, well within conventional pulsewidth modulation techniques.

For the system configuration shown in Figure 3, the functions of peak-power-tracking and bus

regulation are all accomplished within the motor/generator power electronics, thus eliminating the

series element in the baseline definition at the expense of added complexity and increased rotational

losses in the energy storage element. The power electronics or power conditioning required to do

this is doubled. That is, the configuration shown in Figure 6 is repeated, thus requiring two sets of

windings on the stator and two sets of transistor/diode switches. One set would interface directly

with the solar array, and by pulsewidth modulation of the switches, the loading on the array can be

controlled for peak-power-tracking, whereas pulsewidth modulation of the second set of switches/

diodes provides a regulated bus to the load. This is analogous to a "'buck" regulator connected be-

tween a solar-array source and a motor for the first set of power electronics and a "'boost" regulator

connected between the generator and the load.

Attitude Control System Compatibility

Any force tending to rotate the spacecraft away from its nominal attitude is considered a disturb-

ance to the attitude control system (ACS) of the spacecraft. Disturbance torques are categorized as

either cyclic or secular: Cyclic disturbances are defined as those that repeat over the course of suc-

ceeding orbital revolutions, causing no net change in attitude after one complete orbit, whereas

secular torques are those that operate more or less constantly in the same direction and eventually

require the use of thruster propellant to remove their cumulative effects after a certain number of

orbits. Thrusters (gas jets) and angular momentum are the two basic techniques used to stabilize a

spacecraft. A rotating body of any size has angular momentum, which is proportional to its size,

and is measured by its moment of inertia times its angular velocity, having both direction and mag-

nitude. Mathematically, the angular momentum magnitude is expressed as

where

H=Io0

I = moment of inertia

¢_ = angular velocity

and its direction coincides with the spin axis under steady-state conditions.
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The magnitude of the disturbance angular nmmentum of an energy storage wheel can be approxi-

mated by the follovdng relationship:

1
e =-- lcJ 2

where e is stored energy. Solving for its moment of inertia, I, yields

',Xe
1-

¢j2

and substituting in the mathematical relationship for angular momentum gives

"Xe
H-

¢,9

The MMS uses momentum wheels with a momentum capacity of 20 N.m.s and a payload power

capacity of 1.2 kW. The energy storage required by the power system in a LEO would be

ulm

rn

PL × Tv.

DOD x r/f

where

Pt = payload power

T E = eclipse time

DOD = depth of discharge

e m = maximum energy storage

rlf = round-trip efficiency

Using a DOD of 75 percent, an eclipse time of 30 minutes, and an efficiency of 80 percent yields

6
nl

1,X _

0.75 X .8
- 1 kwh

Solving for the angular momentum corresponding to this level of energy storage yields

2 X 1 kWh × 3.6 × 106
H = = 3600 N.m.s

2000

for an assumed angular velocity of 2000 radians/'second.

10
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This represents more than two orders of magnitude when compared with the momentum wheels of

the ACS for MMS (20 N.m,s).

For kinetic energy storage compatibility with the ACS, the angular momentunl vector must be can-

celled to a level that is not considered a disturbance. Since the concept of inertial energy storage for

spacecraft is based on two counterrotating wheels, the net disturbance will be

where

H D = I1 oo1 - 12 002

11 and 12 = moment of inertia of each wheel

_o_ and _0= = angular velocity of each wheel

For a net zero disturbance, the spin axis of both wheels must be in exact alignment, and both wheels

need to spin at exactly the same speed for identical moments of inertia. Any real system will have a

misalignment of the axis and unequal moments of inertia, which leaves wheel speed as the simplest

variable for controlling the net disturbance.

For comparison (using the MbtS), two counterrotating wheels with an energy storage capability of

approximately 0.5 kWh would be required, and the resulting disturbing momentum would be

H_ = _ _ (2 × .5)(3.6 × 10 6 )

1 ('DI C'_2

(0.) 2 -- 091 )

= 3.6 X 10 6 X N.m.s
CO 1 00 2

For a speed differential of 1 percent,

H d = 3.6 X 106

(0o2 - 0.99 0o2 )

0.890o2 co2
= 3.6X 106cd2 (0.01 /

CO 2

3.6 X 10 6

0O2

1 3600
X

99 2

1
X _ 36 N.m.s

99

11



This disturbing torque represents twice the angular nmmentum capability of the momentum wheels

in the ACS, and to further reduce the disturbance would requirea differentialwheel-speed control

of approximately 0.005 percent for a I-percent disturlvarlce.

Thermal Control

Unless the wheel composite material isfound to be sensitiveto temperature extremes, there arc no

special requirements for thermal control in the application of the inertialellergy5tor_,geelemcrlt,

Most of the heat dissipated will be located in the statiomtry nonrotating elements, thus aIlowing

heat removal by thermal conduction. -Ienll_erattlre extremes between -25 ° and +50°( :ire within

the capabilities of the electronics/generator.

Prelaunch Operations

The energy storage element baseline design is based on a hard vacuum environment for the energy

wheels to operate at the high speeds without excessive drag and corresponding temperature rise in

the rotating mass. This implies that either the module must be hermetically sealed and evacuated or

the power system at the spacecraft level can only be successfully tested when the spacecraft is with-

in a thermal vacuum chamber. ]q_e latter limits the amount of testing that can be accomplished at

the spacecraft level especially during prelaunch tests. l_herefore, a hermetically sealed enclosure for

the energy storage element will be essential for satisfying typical ground testing requirements of the

spacecraft. This enclosure may be achieved as a byproduct of the containment required for safety.

Launch Restrictions

Vibration and acceleration levels experienced during launch will require the wheels to he non-

rotating, which will prohibit spacecraft operation tmless an alternate power source or energy stora.ee

element is used. For shuttle launch operations, power will be available from the Space Transporta-

tion System ($TS') bus (28 24 volts), and spmup can be performed before deployment.

Safety

As with any storage element, the potential for uncontrolled, sudden release of the stored energy can

be hazardous. Specific containment requirements will depend on the intended application, that is,

safety restrictions for manned vehicles during actual use and system impact on unmanned vehicles.

Containment design is unique to the wheel design and wheel properties. Mass penalty for contain-

ment has been estimated hetween 25 to 1O0 percent of the rotating mass.

ENERGY STORAGE ELEMENT

Conceptual Design

The concept of the "'Mechanical Capacitor" is documented in various reports (References I lhrough

6), and its application in a spacecraft power system is further explained in Reference 14. The basic

2



concept under study is two counterrotatmg energy storage wheels with a small IDOD ratio, mag-

netically suspended within the inner radius and accelerated/decelerated by a PM ironlcss armature,

brushless motor, all fully enclosed to maximize volumetric efficiency.

A conceptual thr'ee-dimensional drawing of the module is shown in Figure 1. The design is a depar-

ture from the conventional llywhcel systems that have been built and tested by the absence of a

shaft to mechanically couple the flywheel to the motor/generator. The design depends heavily on

magnetic suspension to maintain the rotating mass within acceptable clearances between rotating

and stationary elements, The high rotational speeds necessary for energy storage (30,000 rpml

induce correspondingly very high speeds (800 m/see) at the interface between the rotating and

stationary parts. Approximate dimensions for the baseline design indicate an outer diameter of

approximately 60 cm and a height of approximately 40 cm.

Critical Technoiogies

Critical technologies within the energy storage element are prioritized in the following manner:

• "Thick Rim" Wheel Development

• Magnetic Suspension

• Motor/Generator

• Containment

• Momentum Control

Specific details of each technology are further described in the following sections.

Wheel Development

Flywheel development, prompted by the energy shortage and stimtdated by an organized effort of

the DOE, has resulted in many approaches being brought to the testable model stage. The Lawrence

Livermore National Laboratories (LLNL's), under contract with the DOE, narro_ed their selection

to three promising candidates:

• The cruciform spokes by Garret-Airrcsearch

• The lanlinated disk and rim by LLNL and the (;encral Iilcctric ('ompalLv

• The woven spiral by AV('OCorporation

Of these three, only the woven spiral by AV('O exhibits a desirable form factor providing an essen-

tial monolithic "thick rim" with excellent volun_etric efficiency and an II)/OD ratio sufficiently low

13



to supportan integralmotor/generatorat an acceptablestresslevel.Unforttmately,development
problemsremainin the fabricationand curingof this design,andthe DOEprogramisnow facing
termination.Sometestingof samplewheelsof this designby LLNL is still planned. The other two

designs, although successfully tested (with the Garrett-Airresearch wheel found to exhibit a burst

energy density of 80 Wh/kg), are not applicable to the integral design concept.

Telephone conversations with Mr. Anthony Coppa of the General Electric Company revealed a

proposed wheel design that meets the essential properties of the "thick rim," and some discussions

for fabrication and test at I INL have been initiated.

A best rim design of the "thick rim" wheel for the "Mechanical Capacitor" is reported in Reference

4. This design used graphite-epoxy material with prestressing techniques and was sized for 10 kWh.

Although the wheel was not fabricated and thus test results are not available, the design presents a

third-potential wheel.

Other possible wheel designs may exist and prove to be superior in performance but have not been

reported in the literature. Cost consideration was a large factor in the wheel development program

sponsored by the DOE, primarily because of its intended application and economic factors. Boron

fibers exhibit high-strength characteristics and, if combined with the proper matrix, although per-

haps not economically feasible for terrestrial applications, may prove to be acceptable for space

t'light applications.

Development of fabrication techniques, achievement of balance specifications at least as good as

commercial practice for equivalent high-speed rotating machinery, maintenancc of balance within

specification over a range of temperatures, and 10 s cycle lifetime are all specific areas that must be

addressed and verified. Some discouraging facts emerged in 1981, when wheel balance of composite

wheels as currently being manufactured was reported in Reference 28. These were an order of mag-

nitude worse than typically machined, high-speed rotating equipment and were not stable with time

and cycle life.

Magnetic Suspension

Magnetic suspension is relatively new, but considerable developments have been reported in the

literature. Magnetic bearings for the suspension of a l-kWh flywheel system have been successfully

designed, tested, and reported in References 1 _ through 18. Magnetic oearings as applied to fly-

wheel systems are reported in References !9 through 22, and work on magnetic bearings in general

is found in References 23 througn 27. Wheel unbalance will determine the continuous dynamic load

that the beatings must be designed to accommodate.

Calculations of the required mass for the baseline design of 2.5 kWh indicate a much higher mass

than originally anticipated, placing additional requirements on the magnetic suspension. However,

the detailed design will still depend on the wheel development.

14



Motor/Generator

Significant advances have been made in PM motor/generators using samarium cobalt magnets, elec-

tronic brushless commutation, and ironless armatures. This technology is well advanced as evidenced

by the numerous reports (References 29 through 35). No serious problems are anticipated in the

detailed design other than those caused by the magnetic suspension and wheel developments.

Containment

Successful containment design is based on the failure mode and postfailure phenomenon of the

wheel, and the development of an analytic methodology. The LLNL plans to terminate the study of

containment of flywheels during the fiscal year 1983 activities. A low-cost flywheel containment

for vehicle application was designed by the General Electric Company, Space Systems Division,

under subcontract with LLNL, and is documented in Reference 36. The total weight of the fly-

wheel, housing, containment ring, and vehicle attachment ring is within the weight allowance set by

LLNL and yields an overall energy density of 8 Wh/kg for a 0.25-kWh flywheel rotor. Significant

progress was made toward a better understanding of composite rotor containment processes and

how to design relative to them in response to direct burst action. Little understanding exists of axial

burst and debris confinement effects in relatively small volume, low weight housings.

Brief discussions with Dr. Satish Kulkarni of LLNL on containment mass led to an estimate of 50 to

100 percent of the rotor mass, and more optimistically, discussions with Mr. Anthony Coppa of the

General Electric Company indicated estimates as low as 25 percent. Specific containment require-

ments will depevrd on whether the application is for m_.nned vehicles or for unmanned vehicles.

Momentum Con trol

Speed control of each wheel in a counterrotating pair module can be controlled by pulsewidth

modulation of the power transistors required for armature commutation during charge (motor) and

by pulsewidth modulation of shunt power transistors during discharge (generator), provided :he

self-inductance of each phase is sufficient to limit the current per phase to an acceptable value. An

adequate reference signal will be required for differential speed control, and thus net zero momen-

tum bias, and must be provided either by the ACS or within the power system for complete inde-

pendence. Alternatively, the differential speed control can be used to provide attitude control

functions. Based on preliminary calculations, speed control within 0.005 percent is required for a l-

percent momentum disturbance on the ACS.

Preliminary Design Calculations

Motor/Generator

The flywheel stores energy as kinetic energy. To provide an energy storage system that is an analog

of a battery, it must include or be coupled with a motor and a generator. These elements provide

the electrical-to-mechanical conversion and set the system power capacity. The dc motor is the
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ideal choice to interface with a dc source (i.e., solar array). It offers the minimum weight (approxi-

mately 2 : 1 over ac motors) at a given efficiency and operating speed and opt, rates with equal facil-

ity as a generator. The high speeds inherent in flywheel energy storage are helpful in reducing the

mass of the motcr/generator_ The armature mass is inversely proportional to the square of the

operating speed for given power and efficiency level.

The clear selection of a dc motor depends on electronic commutation that has removed the life

and speed limitations of brush commutation. This also eliminates a source of drag which would be

significant at high speeds, l-tig_.-speed motor commutation demands the fast switching rates of

which solid-state devices are capable and are only now becoming available at the power levels re-

quired by the system under consideration.

Two types of dc motors might be considered: series or shunt. ]'he former offers constant voltage

over a range of operating speed, whereas the latter is most efficient at a given operating point since

the field excitation can be provided by permanent ma_ets at no extra cost of power. For the 2:1

range of speeds selected, which allows extraction of 75 percent of the stored energy, the permanent

magnet type was selected, minimizing the weight and complexity of the motor/generator.

Rotational losses of the motor/generator are the major factors determining storage efficiency since

it is a parasitic loss regardless of load demand. In order to minimize this loss, which in the conven-

tional rooter occurs primarily in the armature iron, an ironless armature (Reference 29) design was
selected.

This type of motor has the armature windmg in the airgap of the magnetic circuit and no stationary

(armature) "iron" is used. The remaining p,_rasitic loss is that pr, luced by eddy currents within the

armature conductors themselves. Although it cannot be totally eliminated, the effect can be re-

duced by the use of litz wire (each conductor is composed of insulated mulliple strands).

One of the significant advantages of the motor/generator is that no "battery" of elements is re-

quired 4he winding can be made to suit the voltage level desired. In fact, the generated voltage at a

given operating speed also sets the torque developed per ampere for both motor and generator

operation, regardless ,,f any other motor parameter. This becomes the starting point for the motor

design since the application sets the voltage and the flywheel design sets the speed.

For the baseline design, this was set at 300 volts at 3200 radians/second. The other basic design

factor is armature resistance, which is set by the required electromagnetic conversion efficiency. In

the baseline design, this must not be greater than 0.60 ohm. The permanent magnet has a linear

speed-torque and current and generated voltage characteristic. The motor performance curves in-

cluding efficiency are shown in Figure 9.

Since rare-earth cobalt magnets (Reference 37) provide the highest energy product of any known

magnetic material and the best resistance to demagnetization, they are an obvious choice. In the

most effective usage (facing the armature gap directly1, they set the ma,,dmum magnetic flux

density for the motor. The designer has some flexibility in selecting the length-diameter ratio of the

motor. The motor field weight decreases with increasing diameter, but an upper limit is set by the
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Figure 9. Typical dc motor characteristics versus speed.

centrifugal forces at high speeds. The weight of the field assembly also decreases as tile number of

poles increases. The upper limit is fixed by commutation frequency considerations. The number of

pole pairs times the rotational rate equals the generated voltage frequency. For this case, 6 cycles

by 510 rotations per second gives an internal operating frequency of 3060 Hz. The commutatior_

rate for a three-phase full-wave commutator (Reference 38), selected as the best compromise of

efficiency and complexity, is six times higher or 18.36 kHz. Control requirements by pulsewidth

modulation or other switching technique would normally be at ten times this rate, which is con-

sidered to be state-of-the-art at this power level today. A motor of this power level would require

about 1 kg on the rotating assembly and 1 kg on the stator for the essential electromagnetic parts.

Therefore, a 3-kg total to also accommodate structural and fl_ermal considerations is estimated to

be feasible.

A motor/generator of this type will have a linearly varying output voltage dependent on wheel

speed with an inherently ac-generated voltage that can be rectified with diodes or synchronously

rectified. The specific circuit choices for commutation and rectification are discussed in the section

on power conditioning. The source impedance of the motor/generator must be held to 0.60 ohm to

meet the efficiency goals but may be reduced further to avoid thermal problems. The inductance of

this type of motor is low but has not been estimated. It would be operated in a current-limited near-

constant power mode with the charging rate set by the source capability and the discharge rate by

the load during eclipse. There are no inherent cycle life limitations in the motor/g,_nerator other
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than insulation degradation with time/temperature and the reliability of the commutation sensors

and power electronics. Both of these, with adequate derating, can achieve > 10 s hours. The electro-

magnetic efficiency of the motor/generator should exceed 95 pe_'cent in both the "charge" and

"discharge'" modes. Design emphasis therefore must be placed on minimization of the parasitic

losses that are present over the whole charge/discharge cycle and that limit storage time to much

shorter durations than electrochemical systems.

Magnet/c Suspension

The magnetic bearing design is essential to the long life and high storage efficiency of the system. A

multilevel four-quadrant suspension capable of providing 1.5 g's static radial load capacity to allow

operational testing on the ground is considered essential. Dry-lubricated ball bearings capable of

providing safe emergency coastdown without permanent degradation is needed in case of momen-

tary power outages or dynamic overloads.

Two centrally located PM assemblies will be located above ami below (axially) a central preloaded

pair of ball bearings. Each assembly will provide a symmetrical toms of magnetic flux linking a mag-

netic cylinder that forms the inner core of the flywheel. An airgap flux level of 0.62 tesla over a

total circumferential area of 264 cm 2 will be divided into four equal quadrants for radial control.

A 50-percent peak-to-peak modulation of this flux level to control the radial position is required.

Differential capacitive sensing of the rotors' nominal O.012-cm clearance (0.I 20 magnetic radial

gap) and four closed-loop servos will be required. Each of the four :ontrol loops must be capable of

supplying a peak of 200 ampere-turns but will be operating in a nulling mode. Average power will

depend on the degree of balance to which the flywheel assembly can be balanced and maintained

during cyclic stress and life. The reliability of the system depends on the reliability of all the control

electronics, sensors, and electromagnetic drive coils.

The following weight breakdown is slightly modified from the baseline design in the area of mag-

netic bearing weight allocations reflecting more recent design calculations:

Rotatiog Mass Stator Mass

Rim 30.0 kg Housing 10.0 kg
Motor 1.5 Motor 1.5

Bearing 2.75 Bearing 6.0
Web 2.25

Each wheel 26.5 kg Each stator 17.5 kg

Dual flywheel assembly 108.0 kg

Control and commutation package 12.5
Containment (2) × 50% X 36.5 = 36.5

2.5-kWh storage 157.0 kg

(5.4 kWh, peak)

Usable inertial energy storage density = 15.9 Wh/kg

18
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Future Work

Unknowns

The concept of inertial energy storage for spacecraft is a new, relatively uncharted frontier. Although

flywheels have been used for many years, this application requires an increase in the storage time

constant by two orders ot magnitude. To accomplish this requires reduction of parasitic Ispeed)

losses especially if the motor/generator is integral {thus always rotating) with the flywheel. The ro-

tational losses in the motor/generator (no-load) and in magnetic bearings at the required peripheral

speeds have not yet been demonstrated. It is also mandatory to operate in a hard t<_ IO s tort)

vacuum, which implies a strong housing for ground testing.

The energy density necessary to be competitive with advanced chemical energy storage techniques

mandates operating the flywheel near its ultimate strength, with all the hazards that entails. Modern

fiber technology has provided the promise of attractive theoretical capability: however, the ability

of composites to resist delamination and microscopic mass distribution changes under cyclic stress

and environmental exposure is not known. Since these stresses are often perpendicular to the fiber

direction, they are more affected by the matrix (typically epoxy) and the fiber-matrix bond than

the intrinsic fiber properties. This makes them dependent on the fabrication and curing processes

that are more difficult to control and monitor as the size and volume of the part increases.

In addition to the performance questions previously mentioned, the dynamic interaction of the dual-

paired gyro in the context of the spacecraft environment must be explored. Although the gross dy-

namics of spinning bodies is well understood, the possibilities for interaction among many control

loops and gyroscopic effects especially under fault conditions remain to be explored. A list of
the evident unknowns is as follows:

• Composite fatigue behavior

• Composite balance and balance changes

• Control loop interactions

• Metal-to-composite interface

• High-speed magnetic losses

• High-speed motor losses

• Magnetic-to-ball bearing transition

• Weight of containment
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Possible Solutions

Analytical work could serve to reduce the degree of uncertainty regarding tile unknowns listed

if a definite configuration is made available for analysis. Comguterized tools for magnetic circuit

analysis have been generated in recent years: however, considerable effort would be required to find

the appropriate tools and to adapt them to this unique configuration.

The development and fabrication of high-energy density composite flywheels have been the subject

of considerable research. Because or the dependence on batch fabrication for .rototype manu-

facture, empirical data have been found essential to establish meaningful results. This extensive

development and test program by the DOE is being terminated. Unless some of the current series of

wheel developments can be used more or less directly, a considerable wheel fabrication and test pro-
gram would have to be anticipated.

The use of analysis to reduce the uncertainty of design calculations assumes that all the "unknowns"

are in fact recognized. It is believed that a correlated empirical hardware program would be needed

to provide empirical data along with the analysis. In order to resolve the cost and hazard of experi-

mental high-energy density storage system development, it was suggested that a one-quarter speed,

one-sixteenth energy system be built, analyzed, and tested. This could provide a full-current (torque),
low-voltage relatively safe and testable experimental version of the hardware and electronic control

system. The extrapolation to higher speed performance could be done quite rigorously with labora-

tory instrumentation available to make detailed measurement of attitude controls interaction on

simulators and of the electrical system behavior.

COMPARISON WITH ELECTROCHEMICAL SYSTEMS

A direct one-for-one comparison of a power system using inertial energy storage with a power sys-

tem using electrochemical energy storage cannot be conducted primarily because of the lack of

hardware data representative of inertial energy _torage as compared with the available data of flight

quality NiCd batteries. As new technology emerges and flight quality hardware is developed, the

first approach generally taken is to fit the new hardware as a one-for-one replacement of the proven

hardware, rather than to design a new system to enhance the characteristics of the new hardware,

such as the application of NiH 2 cells in the Intelsat-V Satellite (Reference 39) and the Modular

Power Subsystem for the Multimission Spacecraft (Reference 40). However, a comparison of some

form is necessary to highlight the potential advantages and disadvantages of one over the other.

Thus, the comparison of systems undertaken in this study is to compare the design of the system

using available data on existing hardwace and scaling it to fit the requirements.

Power System Configuration

Since the comparison conducted in this study is baselined for LEO applications, the system con-

figuration is a series type using peak-power-tracking of the solar array for maximum power extrac-

tion. The system configuration, shown in Figure 10, is the same for all three energy storage elements

(NiCd, NiH2, and inertial) under consideration.
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The key power processing component in this configuration is the series element since it provides

peak-power-tracking and charge control. Other components usually tbund in the system, such as

housekeeping functions, protection circuitry, and power distribution, are not considered in the

comparison primarily because of similarity.

The system is sized for a payload requirement of 2.5 kW operational, 7.5 kW peak for 9 minutes.

and a 30-minute eclipse, 60-minute sunlight orbit. This payload represents a factor of ".5 times the

MMS payload specification. The bus distribution voltage selected is 250 volts, nominal,

Power Flow and Energy Balance

For the system configuration selected and under comparison, the net in/out efficiency of the energy

storage element determines the size of the prime energy source required for energy balance. An

energy flow diagram for the system shown in Figure 11 is used as a basis for comparison. Energy

numbers used are sized for the peak load that occurs during the eclipse portion of the orbit.

During the eclipse, energy required by the load is

(30-9) rain (7.5 kW) (9) min
EE, = (2.5 kW) +

60 rain 60 mi__

Etl = 0.875 kVqh + 1.125 kwh = 2.0kWh

and energy required by the load during sunlight is

Es_ = (2.5 kW)
(60 rain)

60 min
- 2.5 kwh
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Figure 11. Energy flow diagram and energy balance.
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Table 1 shows tile various energy levels required for energy balance of the systems under com-

parison.

EE 2

Flywheel 2.08

NiH: 2.08

NiCd 2.08

!7/
12.33
P

_s4

2.61

"_.6

..6

Table 1

Energy Flow Comparison

Es 2

2.72 2.6

2.71 2.6

_.71 2.6
l"

Ess Es6 PsA

5.31

5.31

5.92

_9_. 1

5.91

5.02 k'_' EOL

5.91 kW EOL

5.91 kW EOL

Detailed calculations and estimates for these energy levels are as follows:

1. Inertial Energy Storage

EE 2

EE3 -

r/ge r?g _/ft

where

77g¢ = generator electronics efficiency
= 0.95

rTg = generator efficiency
= 0.96

_/fr = flywheel system efficiency
= 0.98

EE3

Similarly,

2.08 2.08

(0.95) (0.96) (0.98) 0.894
- 2.33 kwh

Es4

EE3

I"_FL _m "/_rnE
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where

r/v L = flywhee! system efficiency
= 0,o8

7
[
I

rG, = motor efficiency
--- 0.06

r/mr: = motor electronics
= 0.95

2.33

0.894
- 2.61 kwh

2. Electrochemical Energy Storage (NiCd, NiH 2)

EE 2
ES4 -

r/DC

where r/pc represents the net discharge-charge efficiency, or

V D

rim- = _.,xu X
V<,

where

= ampere-hour efficiencyr/An

¥'_ = average voltage during discharge

V c = average voltage during charge

For a 25-percent DOD Ni('d battery

1

/_Att I .0"7

V D _ 1.25

V c 1,46

rTi_c = 0.8

For a NiH: operated at 40 percent, the same net efficiency is assumed: therefore, the

energy required, shown in -l-able I, is essentially the same for NiCd and NiH 2 .
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Electrochemical Energy Storage Data Base

Sizing of the NiCd and NiH z batteries for the system comparison is based on a data base compiled
from existing battery designs for various spacecraft progra,ns. This data base is given in Table 2.

Although rated ampere-hour capacity was used for tile energ} capacity calculations, Ni(d nominal

Ah capacity is found to be 15 to 20 percent more. A reduction of the data contained in Table 2 when

combined with iner:ial energy storage d:_ta is tabulated in _Fable 3 in an attempt to demonstrate the

development of flight hardware front the theoretical state to the practical/usable state. The same

data are displayed as a bar chart in Figure 12,

NiCd Battery Design

The size and quantity of cells required to meet the payload requirements for the selected system

configuration, using NiCd cells, are calculated as follows

1. Number of Cells

For a nominal 250-V bus, a typical nominal cell voltage of 1.34 V/cell can be expected for

a 25-percent DOD, 10°C application, thus. the required number of cells is:

25O
N - - 187

1.34

2. Ah Rating

Two factors must be considered in selecting cell size maximum discharge rate and depth

of discharge. Since the peak payload power is 7.5 kW, then

7500 W

IDISCHARC;1-imax -- 250 V = 30amperes

Limiting the maximum discharge rate to 3/4 C rate requires a 40-Ah rated cell. Con-

versely, for an average discharge voltage of 1.25 V/cell, the required Ah rating is

IA iI

2.08 kWh
= = 35.6 Ah

(1.25 × 187) (0.25)

Thus, for the application, a 40-Ah cell is selected as the required cell size, and 187 cells in

series provide the necessary bus voltage.

The corresponding weight for this battery is calculated from the data in Table ? as follows:

The TDRS battery uses twenty-four 40-Ah cells and weighs 41.9 kg, thus

187

W/3 - 24 × 41.9 = 326kg
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Table ,3

Development ol Energy Storage Elements

Electrochemical

Theoretical

Cell (actual)

Cell (rated)

Battery (rated)

Battery (usable)

NiCd

37

31

20-35

5-9 I

F-nerg7 Density Wh:kg

NiH 2

378

50-60

41-52

34-41

11-14

Inertial

55O

8O

45

32

16

Inertial

Theoretical

Rotor (actual)

Rotor (rated)

Flywheel (rated)

Flywheel (usable)

6o6

5o0

4O0

•= 300

200

100

0
THEORY

NiCd NiH 2 INERTIAL

V////////A

INERTIAL RATED AND USABLE SYSTEM BASED ON

ELECTRICAL INTERFACE

DEMONSTRATED

_ NOT DEMONSTRATED --_

ACTUAL RATED CELL RATED SYST USABLE

DEVELOPMENT STAGE

Figure 12. Development of energy storage elements (electrochemical and inertial).

w
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The corresponding volume for this battery is scaled from existing battery dimensions by

tile ratio of cells required, or

'V_ _ O.16m _

fhc corresponding usable energy density is

2080 Wh

3__ kg
= 6.4 Wh,kg

2080 Wh

0.1 (_ m _
- 1_ kWh/m _

NiH 2 Battery Design

The design of the NiH 2 battery is essentially the same as that of the NiCd. However, fewer cells are
required since the volts/cell is approximately 40 mV higher: thus, the number of cells required

wouht be

N = 187 × 1.34 = 181 cells
1.38

The Ah rating of the cell, using a 40-percent DOD as a guideline, would bc

2.08 kWh
-- _Ah

l'\u = 11.29 V) (181) t0.4) --

Supplying the 7.5-kW pulse of power for 9 minutes during the eclipse means a discharge rate of

1.5C rate: applying a maximum discharge rate of ( rate implies selecting a 30-Ah rated cell, such as

the 30-Ah cell for Intelsat-V. The weight estimate based on this battery would be

W

181

27
× 30.15 kg = .O_kg

and the volume would be

181
V _ X

27
0.52 × "3"30.52 × 0.__ = 0.4 Ill 3

The usable energy density for this application is thus calculated as

2080 Wh
= 10.2 Wh,'kg

_0.' kg
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2080 Wh

0.4 nl 3
- 5.2 kWh/m 3
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Inertial Energy Storage Element

Estimates for the weight breakdown of tile inertial energy storage element are as follo_vs:

1. 50-Percent DOD

_ = 2.33The required energy storaee from Table 1, E 3 kWh, rounded off to the nearest
tenth, is 2.4 kwh.

For 50 percent, each wheel must be capable of 2.4 kwh, for an attainable energy den-

sity of 45 Wh/kg, maximum operational speed, l0 s cycles fatigue stress, requires a rim

design weight of

2400 Wh
Wu = _ 53 kg

45 Wh/kg

Allowing a total of 5.75 kg for the motor rotor (1.5 kg), bearing rotor (2.0 kg), and web-

spokes (2.25 kg), the total rotating mass is 58.75 kg.

The static or nonrotating mass would be:

lOkg - Structure and housing

1.5kg - Motorstator

4.0 kg Bearing stator

The subtotal weight for one energy storage element is thus 68.5 kg, and for the pair of

counterrotating assembly, the total weight becomes 137 kg. Althcugh this exceeds the

original target goal of 115 kg, the usable energy density is _ 2080/'137 = 15.2 Wh/kg.

An approximate wheel size for this energy storage level is an OD of 0.44 m and height of
0.25 m, yielding an overall volume of

(0.44) 2
V- X 11

4
× 0.25 m _ 0.04 and for two wheels

WT _ 0.1 m 3

and

2080
= _ = _08kWh/m sE"/VT 0.1 " "
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2. 75-Percent DOD OF poor Qta ri" 

For 75-percent DOD, the maximum energy storage capability would be 2,4/0.75 kwh or

1.6 kWh per wheel. Using an attainable energy density of 45 Wh/kg (at maximum opera-

tional speed, 10 s cycles fatigue stress) requires a rim design weigtat of

1600 Wh

WR 45 Wh/kg 35.5 kg

Using the same weight allocation for the motor/generator rotating mass as for the 50-per-

cent DOD case, except allowing an increase of 10-percent weight estimate for the addi-

tional speed change, results in a rotating mass of approximately 42 kg. Similarly, the

static mass would be 17 kg, yielding a total mass of 59 kg. For two counterrotating

wheels, the total weight becomes 118 kg.

If allowance is made for containment, a preliminary estimate of 50 percent of the rotating

mass is reasonable, yielding a weight estimate of 160 kg. This results in a usable energy

density of 2080/160 kg = 13 Wh/kg, and without containment penalties, {he usable energy

density would be 2080/I 18 = 17.6 Wh/kg. Volumetric energy density would be approxi-

matt ly the same as the 50-percent DOD case, or

2080

0.1 m 3
= 20.8 kWh/m 3

Voltage Regulation

Bus voltage regulation is one measure of system performance, and since the load is across the energy

storage element, the bus voltage is primarily determined by the energy storage element. The extreme

limits are set by the end-of-charge maximum voltage limit and by ,h,,: minimum end-of-discharge

voltage. For NiCd, the maximum allowable charge voltage is 1.52 V/cell Chased on the GSFC VT

level 8 at 0°C)and the minimum end-of-discharge voltage is 1,15 V,."ell {end-of life, 10°C 25-

percent DOD). For 187 cells in series, the voltage limits are 284 volts maximum and 215 volts mini-

mum, or 250 V +35 V. These limits represent a voltage regulation band of approximately -+14 per-

cent, and a similar regulation band would be expected for the NiH 2 battery.

A simple analogy of the inertial energy storage element is to consider it as a capacitor. Flle delta

energy stored and released is calculated as:

!
V 2 V 1-Xe : e: - cI : _ C( ,_ 2)

3O
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for a 50-percent DOD (baseline design)
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OF POOR QUALITY

,.'Xe = 0.5 %

1
('(V, 2 -V 2)

but since

1
e, =--CV 2

") 2

then

1 i

(0.5) _ C V _ , l

but

v, = v 2 f6.? = v:  o.7o7)

V I + V2 V 2 (0.707_ + V 2

VNO M "_ "_

V (i.707)

VNo M -, = 0,854 V 2
m

for VNO_a = 250 V

250
V 2 =

0.854
- 203 volts

,\

V_ = .707V 2 = 207 volts

The delta voltage is 86 volts, or -+43 volts. Accounting for IR drops, a delta of -+50 volts would be

expected. Thus, the voltage regulation for a 50-percent DOD inertial energy storage element would

be 250 -+50 V or 250 V _29 percent. However, since the counterrotating wheel speed must be

precisely controlled, the motor/generator electronics will be required to perform an additional

function besides commutation. Pulsewidth modulation will be used to control wheel speed h: either

the charge or discharge mode. This isolates the bus from the terminal voltage of the motor/generator

and provides an additional control featare, bus voltage regulation. With this voltage regulation

control feature, the wheel can be operated over a larger DOD, resulting in a more favorable energy

density. Thus, for a DOD of 75 percent, it is anticipated that the bus can be regulated to within

+ 2 percent.

Power Processing Weight Estimate

In order to achieve an overall weight estimate for the power :;ystem comparison, some measure of

weight allocation should be given for the series element.
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The series element in this application must be capable of processing a maximum power of approxi-

mately 3 times 2.6 kW (from Figures 5 and 10) or 7.8 kW. The Standard Power Regulator Unit for

the MPS/MMS is capable of an output power of approximately 3 kW and weighs approximately

17 kg. However, for operation at higher frequencies and higher voltages, a weight estimate of

approximately 20 kg is not unreasonable.

For the system configuration consisting of a sequential switching shunt regulator and the inertial

energy storage element (regulated bus system), a weight of 7 kg is estimated for the necessary

electronics.

Solar Array Weight Estimate

The _,:quired power from the solar array is approximately 5.92 kW at EOL, as shown in Table 1, for

the three systems. This represents a weight allocation of 106 kg based on 56 W/kg technolopj.

For the shunt configured system, the losses of the series element make up for the loss of peak

power available at the beginning of sunlight. Thus, the required power is approximately 5.9 kW,

and the wei_t allocation is the same.

Performance Comparison

The various parameters and characteristics discussed in the previous sections of this report are tabu-

lated for comparison in Table 4. The parameters indicated for NiCd technology are based on known,

real data, whereas those for NiH 2 are not as firm and those for the inertial energy storage tech-

nology yet remain to be verified. However, inertial energy storage offers significant improvement in

lifetime, voltage regulation, and waste heat rejection (thermal constraints). Significant weight im-

provement can be realized for a 75-percent DOD wheel _y_,tem without containment and in a shunt

system configuration (35-percent reduction compared with NiCd: 30-percent reduction compared

with NiH 2 ).

Standby power for the flywheel is expected to be significantly higher than that for the self-discharge

of electrochemical energy storage systems. This does not significantly alter the efficiency of the sys-

tem in a LEO application because of the relatively short times during which the energy storage ele-

ment is left in the "open circuit mode." Specific applica'_mns, in which the energy storage element

is left idle, or, in an open circuit mode, the flywheel system would not compare favorably with

electrochemical systems.

Inertial energy storage offers improvement in usable energy density primarily because it is operated

over a larger DOD in a cyclic fashion. This high DOD provides a small margin of energy storage in

the event of system anomalies, whereas in comparison, the electrochemical system provides a higher

reserve margin for anomalies. Voltage regulation suffers as soon as the stated DOD is exceeded for

any system, but it becomes a survivability constraint and can be tolerated if being incorporated in

the design.
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Thesystemweightestimatedoesnot includeestimatesfor harnessandcircuitryno_mallyrequired
for telemettyperformanceparameterssuchasvoltage,current,temperature,andfor busprotection,
powerdistribution,a_dpowersystemconfiguration(relaysand.powerdisconnect).

Reliabilityandcostaretwo subjectsnot tabtdatedin the comparisonbut certainlyrequirediscus-
sion. Reliability in electrochemicalenergy_torageis usuallyachievedby usingtwo or morebat-
terieswith an attendantreductionin payloadpower in the eventof a losso_"onebattery,or a
reductionin lifetime becauseof tile higheroperatingDOD.The useof 187cellsir_seriesfor a
250-Idc buspose_somereliabilityhazards,andwork aroundcircuitry wouldbe required,suchas
groupof cellsvoltagesensing,cellbypasstechniques,and some form of cell reconditioning.

Reliability of the inertial energy storage element will depend heavily on conservative design stress

levels to ensure the 20-year lifetime and also depends on electronic circuit reliability of the mag-

netic bearing and motor/generator electronics. With two counterrotating wheels for energy storage,

the loss of one wheel implies the loss of both because of the resulting momentum interaction with

the ACS.

Tile manufacturing cost of an inertial energy storage system should be competitive with the cost in-

curred in the manufacturing and testing of flight quality aerospace cells. Fo, example, the cost to

build, test. and deliver a flight quality 50-Ah 22-cell NiCd NASA standard battery is approximately

$176,000 (in 1082 dollars), that multiplied by 187/22, approximately $1.5 million, would be the

cost for the battery required in this study, and represents nonrecurring cost. Similarly, once the

manufacturing methods have been established for the inertial energy system, it would be reasonable

to expect that a complete system, built and tested, should cost approximately $600,000.

CONCLUSIONS

The application of inertial energy storage for a spacecraft power system relies on the key character-

istics of the energy storage element. Power distribution (ac versus dc), power system configuration,

performance, and system compatibility have been evaluated on the basis of the conceptual flywheel

system design (developed at GSFC and referred to as the "Mechanical Capacitor") consisting of two

counterrotating composite rotors, suspended magnetically at the inner diameter and accelerated/

decelerated by a PM brushless, ironless dc motor/generator contained within the stationary inner

volume. ]'his energy storage element exhibits characteristics similar to those of an electrochemical

energy storage element, which makes it an almost one-for-one replacement. AC power distribution

is not found to be advantageous since the inertial energy storage element does not exhibit the

desirable characteristics required by an ac power distribution system. The power system config-

uration selected is identical with state-of-the-art systems using electrochemical energy storage. A

unique system configuration identified incorporates the main functions of power conditioning

within the energy storage element, reducing the system component count from three to two,

namely solar array (1) and energy storage (2). Performance is highlighted as long lifetime (20 to 30

years), high temperature waste ht at rejection, simple state-of-charge detection and control, inherent

high-voltage implementation, high-pulse power capability, higher energy density (Wh/kg) than NiCd,

and higher volumetric density than NiH z (Wh/m 3 ). These features, although potential, make inertial

energy storage a significant improvement over electrochemical systems. Compatibility with other
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systemsis found to beadequate,with the recognitionthat momentumdisturbanceto theattitude
controlsystemsmustbepreciselycontrolledor alternativelyusedfor attitudecontrolaswell.

Self-discharge,or energystorageefficiency,containment,andlaunchrestrictionsarethreeareasthat
requirecarefulconsiderationin the intendedapplication.For example,in LEOapplicationsthesell'-
dischargeof the inertial energystorageelementdoesnot significantlyaffecttheoverallsystemper-
t'ormance.In unmannedvehicles,containmentrequirementswould be lessdemandingthan in
mannedvehicles.Spacecraftacquisitionduring launchmayrequireelectrochemicalenergystorage
ina launchmodein whichtheenergystoragewheelsmustbe"'locked.'"

Combinedapplicationof inertial energystorageandattitudecontrol functionshasbeenthe focus
of attention in tworeportedstudies:one by NASA/Langley Research Center (LaRC) in 1974 (Refer-

ence 41 ) and the other by the European Space Agency (ESA) in 1978 (Reference 42). Both reports

find the combined functions to be feasible and result in conceptual designs and methods to accom-

plish the objective. The NASA/LaRC study effort ta_ogressed to the development of inertial energy

storage hardware using titanium for the wheel and conventional bearings. The ESA study has not

proceeded to the development of hardware but identifies the merits of magnetic beatings and com-

posite rotors. In either case, the subject of inertial energy storage for spacecraft application remains

a "study" effort, and until competitive hardware is developed, its application will remain on paper.

Since the inertia required for energy storage is significantly larger than that required to perform

attitude control functions, a conservative program land lower risk) to undertake is to develop the

fundamental inertial energy storage hardware. Once developed, the hardware application will

follow: for if it is to be used in power systems, it must be controlled: and if it must be controlled, it

should be used for attitude control as well.

The mechanical capacitor conceptual design considered in this feasibility study is based on three

key technologies, two of which are well developed and have been demonstrated, but yet remain to

be used in flight hardware. These two technologies, magnetic beatings and dc PM ironless armature,

brushless motors, ideally suited for use in momentum wheels for attitude control, do not exist in

the list of flight-approved hardware. Conventional bearings and ac motors, presently used in most

momentum wheels, do not offer the high performance required for an inertial energy storage system

to be competitive with electrochemical systems. Conceivably, if a flywheel system as conceptually

described in this report can be successfully demonstrated, it would facilitate or encourage the use of

these two technologies in momentum wheels. On the other hand, if these two technologies existed

in present flight hardware, a significant data base would have been available to substantiate the fea-

sibility of inertial energy storage. However, the key single most critical technology is the high-speed

composite rotor, wl_ch, although significant progress has been achieved within the last two years,

requires further development, verification, and system implementation.

In terrestrial applications, inertial energy storage becomes competitive over electrochemical systems

from a "maintenance free" consideration. Similarly, in spacecraft applications, long lifetime is the

key advantage of inertial energy storage over electrochemical storage. To realize this, successful

integration of the critical technoloNes identified in this report must be pursued.
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During the last few years,flywheel technologywassupportedprimarily by the Departmentof
Energy,but it is now approachingtermination.Recentresultsobtained by the General Electric

Company under this program are very encouraging in that they support the assumptions used for

energy density capability in this study. In addition, results on cyclic testing have verified 10 4 cycles,

which is one order-of-magnitude improvement over past performances and approaches the potential

cycle life of l0 s cycles referenced in this report.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Significant potential advantages of inertial energy storage for spacecraft power systems as identified

in the copclusions warrant the development of hardware to a proof of principal stage. To accom-

plish this, a sizable commitment in resources is required to demonstrate a complete power system.

At a minimum, the development of a suitable composite rotor should be pursued with less risk in-

volved at the expense of a longer time span in achieving the proof of principal hardware. Magnetic

suspension and motor/generator development should be accomplished together, following demon-

stration of a successful rotor design. Verification of the fundamental energy storage function would

occur when the rotor, suspension, and PM motor/generator are integrated as one. After the energy

storage function has been demonstrated, the next step would be attitude control compatibility

verification. The development and demonstration of a complete power system would be the final

phase.
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